
                                                                                                                                                                     
 

 

RESULTS 

Profile of the Respondents  

 Frequency Percentage 

Gender  Male   4   

 Female   4   

Organization Faculty 6   

 Office 2    
 

1). Lecturer Motivation in Mobility. 

 Regarding to the data result showed the lecturers, 5 participants strongly agreed the trainers 

were well-prepared and the content fully expectations, and the training room and facilities arrangement 

were adequate and comfortable, and followed by 6 participants agreed for this roundtable and 

understanding of the topic and this topic useful for the work, and the content were well-organized and 

easy to follow. 

 

 

No.   Level of Significant Mean Sd. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 Did the content fully match your 

expectations? 

   3  5   

2 The trainers were knowledgeable about 

the training topics 

   4 4   

3 The trainers were well-prepared    3 5   

4 This roundtable improves my 

knowledge and understanding of the 

topics 

   6 2   

5 This meeting is useful for my work    6 2   

6 The contents were well-organized and 

easy to follow 2 

   6 2   

7 The time allocated for meeting was 

sufficient 

  3 4 1   

8 I was comfortable with the length of the 

session 

   6 2   

9 After meeting, I have understood  more 

about the roles andfunctions of the IRO  

   3 5   

10 The meeting has made me understand 

more about document processes and 

persons to contact regarding to 

international affairs 

   5 3   

11 The training room and facilities 

arrangement were adequate and 

comfortable  

   3 5   

 Mean of the total items        



                                                                                                                                                                     
 

 

12. list what you think that are useful for your work from this meeting. 

Identical answers 

All topics have presented are very useful for my work  

Mobility and web side of IRO 

At least I could understand the overview of international office mission or role, and the importance 

work that intern-office have done/implementing 

mission to improve language proficiency  ( 2 ) 

coordinate and how to writing the project 

human resource development 
 

13. what should the meeting be improved? 

Identical answers 

provide more time (Group discussion activities)  ( 3 ) 

if, it’s possible the next meeting should have some specific which relate to international co-

operation 
 

14. what topics interest you the most? 

Identical answers 

Mobility how management ( 2 ) 

all three topics which have been presented are the same satisfaction 

Coordinate , web side of IRO 

SWOT Analysis 

SWOT – internationalisation stritegies  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                     
 

Group work Question 

1. After attending the cascade Training on Mobility Flow Management and International 

Relations Strategic Plan of the university on 1st December 2021, which activities have 

your faculties/offices done and/or are implementing? 

Identical answers 

- Online course exchange  

- Human development strategic plan, strategic plan between SU and  International University cooperation , 

exchange lecturers ( 2 ) 

- The Faculties  have  preparation about curriculum for International Students.  

- The office of international should be disseminated this manual to all faculties and offices in order to facilitate 

coordination. 

- Should be have schoolarship for improving lecture to study aboard.  

- INOW ASIA project is the project for developing teaching and lerning curriculum at faculties 

- Semina, SU  

- The faculty has exchanged students for interships in the past and has signed an MOU, MOD  

 
 

2. What can your faculties/offices do or support for an improvement of international 

relations of the university? 

Identical answers 

- Make more networking  

- Improvement foreing languages, Especial English language (  2 ) 

- Supporting the scholarshop about learning English for lecturers and Students  

- The faculties should be understand about the role and responsibilities of the office in each department in order 

to work bout coordination between  the faculty and office  

- Supporting in English languges for Staff in SU 

- Improve about database system of the work 

- Coordination and understanding in donors 
 

3. What areas should the international relations office improve for better collaboration 

with your faculties and offices? 

Identical answers 

- Provide more workshop about IRO to  make more understand on works ( 3 ) 

- The faculties Should have coordinator in each faculties to easy and quckly for collaboration about information 

- Create a special group of coordinators between the offices and faculties for convenience and access about 

information easily and quickly. 

- Should be have planing work and notifications to facuties and office in step by step for prepare and provide 

information ontime  

- Should be have databass version that each faculties and office can be provide information and make sure the 

quality the work. 

 


